
Shining ghosts
Instructions No. 676
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

Soon it will be Halloween again, the time of the creepy characters. There the two ghosts rattle their chains and they even glow in the dark.

Here's how it works  

Before you start doing handicrafts, you set your table with old newspapers so
it won't get dirty. Then you unroll the entire modelling bandage and cut it into
two parts of equal length, one for each ghost. Soak the modelling bandages
in a bucket of water and wrap them immediately around the Polystyrene
cone. They must then dry for about 24 hours before you paint them with
noctilucent paint.

While the paint is drying, cut off pieces of wire of different lengths with the
side cutter and bend them into curls and curls with the jewellery pliers. Drill
small holes for the arms and the "curl" of the ghosts into the cones and put
the wires firmly into them. You paint the faces with the Pearl-Pen up.

When the faces are dry, divide the two chains into pieces of different lengths
and hang them in the wire arms. You can also bend up single chain links and
hang them into other chain links. At the end of the silver Chain you hang a
lantern and your Halloween ghosts are ready.

Article number Article name Qty
756051-61 KREUL 20 Acrylic Neon paint,mlNeon-Yellow 1
514798 Plaster bandage 1
631808 Aluminium wire 3 mm, silver 1
671408-02 Jewelry chain "Milano"Silver coloured 1
304672-10 VBS Pearl Pen, 28 mlBlack 1
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
120371-12 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 12/11,3 mm 1
520713 VBS Kids craft scissors "Round" 1
131230 Scissors for children, left-handed, 13 cm 1
970358 Set of hand drills, 3 pcs. 1
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